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PR EDICTING COMMON STOCK PRI CE
APPRECIATION IN EFFICIENT MA RKETS:
CROSS-SECTION SCHEENING TESTS OF
HISTOR I CAL A~D PERFECTLY
FORECASTED ACf.OlJ1'TING INFO RMA TION
1972- L976

'

Richard B. Edelman
The efficient market hypothesis has generated numerous questions regarding the relevancy of accounting information to
investors. If the hypothesis is true, then generally available accounting information is useless to common stock investors who
wish to earn above average returns. However, if some investors
can perfectly predict future information, it is not inconsistent with
the efficient market hypothesis that these investors can earn above
average returns. This paper uses a cross-section screening tech•
nique which compares the value of future accounting information to
current information when predicting common stock price appreri•
ation. (Cross-section screening is a filtering process which deter•
mines whether information available at a given time is relevant
with respect to accurate price forecasting.) It is shown that accu•
rate forecasts of certain accounting information in the 1970's
market has significant value with respect to predicting future price
appreciation. The results are consistent with previous studies
which utilized data from the 1940-1971 period.

'.\'larket Efficiency
Efficiency refers to how rapidly markets absorb information.
Although efficiency is conceptually continuous from extremely
weak to extremely strong. three levels are usually shown in the
literature. The weakly-efficient hypothesis holds that only histori·
cal information has been incorporated into current stock prices.
Predicting the direction of the next day's stock price movement
cannot be done by examining the previous day's movement. The
sequence of stock prices over time is independent of the previous
outcome, and hence the distribution is a random walk.
The semi-strong hypothesis says that markets reflect not only
historical information. but also all generally available information
about the firm being traded. The implication is that analyzing past
price movements or reading recently published data, such as
annual reports, will not guarantee consistent profits.
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The strongly-efficient position states that all infor1!1atio_n - both
widely available and not available to the general-pu~h~ - 1s already
in current stock prices. In strongly-efficient markets.
refl eCted
.
. instant
.
1y an d on 1y ins1
. 'd ers
stock
prices adjust to new 1_nformat1on
can earn consistently su perior returns.
These hypotheses have been extensively researc~e? (3. 4: 5, 6. ~11), and it is generally conclu?ed that market_ efficiency 1s semi
strong. By the time news articles or accounting state~ents are
received by t he general investment community. stock prices have
already responded. However, in semi-strong markets. inf_ormation
is not incorporated into stock prices instantly. The few investors
who accurately forecast relevant information or have access to new
information and act ra pidly can achieve unusual profits. If this is
true, t hen accurately forecasting r elevant accounting information
should have value. The following sections test this hypothesis during the middle 1970's.
Cross-Section Screening

The ohjective of cross-section screening is to find filters or
screens (independent variables) which produce the highest probability of above average performance. (That is, above the average
return of the group of stocks under consideration.) The procedure
is to first select a group of stocks and calculate a dependent variable
- a price relative. Pt! Pt-1 , - for each stock. Next, a screening
variable that predicts changes in the dependent variable is hypothesized and calculated. Finally. the stocks are ranked on the
scr~enin_g varia~le and examined to see if the dependent variable
varies directly. inversely, or not at all with the screening variable.
A preferable alternative is to compute the correlation coefficient
between the two distributions and test for significant relationships

[ 1).

. Cross-s~ction _screening_ may_hypothesize that price appreciation
1~ determined either by historical or perfectly forecasted informat1~n. An example of the former is the hypothesis that price appreciation from the_end of February 1974 to February 1975 is a function
of the <"hange in yearly EPS from 1972 to 1973:
Price Feb. 1975 _ f ( EPS 1973 )
Price Feb. 1974 EPS 1972
If t~e correlation is significant between the two variables, then historical rates of change in EPS have some value when selectin
con~to1 stock. Tahle-1 shows the ranking for this screen using I~
ran om~ selected NYSE stocks. There is no attern betwe
~hang~~ i; EPS and ~rices. Stocks with high cha~ges in EPS m:;
s~vct i:fto
low pnc~ changes. _This is shown by splitting the
o groups and comparing mean:, for each variable. The

f:
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---to~ six sto~ks, with a mean EPS relative of 1 7
price_ relative of .9386. The bottom six stock . 2?:h have a mean
relative of .9533, have a nearly equal mean /· w1
mean EPS
The correlation of coefficient between t h p ~ce rel~t1~e of_ .9424.
-.2858 and is not significantly different t ha nezer:~ ¥i~:~rtion~
~onclud~d that an e_arnings change screen based ~n these ~re, it IS
m the given years is useless for predicting price appreciato~t-oeks

TABLE- I
A:\ EXA'\1PLE OF A HISTORICAL EPS SCREEN
FOR 12 '.'IYSE STOCKS
Dependent Variable:
Price February 1975
Price February 1974

Independent Variable (Sc reen):
EPS 197~
EPS 1972

.663'.?
1.09-13
1.180:3
.80-15
_80-H:l
1.08-12
.9091
1.0100
.95-17

2.8916
2.0777
1.7000
1.2415
1.2254
1.2216
1.0872
1.0841
1.0582
1.0096
1.0065
.4739

.8996

.7-1-18
1.136-1

--------------------------------'.\lean-Top Half:
.9386
-Bottom Half:
.9-124
Correlation Coefficient: -.2858

1.7263
.9533

Alternatively. it may be hypothesized that price appreciation can
lw predictl>d if future information is accurately forecasted. For
example, one can test if price appreciation from the end of
February 1974 to the end of February 1975 can be predicted if the
l!-17-1 and 1975 earnings per share are correctly fo recasted:
Price Feb. 1975
Prit·e Feb. 197-1

= r( EPS 1975 )
EPS 1974

Ex-post, this is equivalent to making a pe rfect fo recast of 1974 and
1975 EPS at the end of Febr uar y 1974. Table-2 s how!S the results of
this forecasted screen . Stocks with rela tively high changes in EPS
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outperformed those with low changes and the correlation of .6727 is
significant at the .01 level. It is concluded that accurately forecast ing future accounting information for these 12 stocks has value to
investors.
Results

The two exam ples above are useful only for demonstrating the
methodology. Results from small samples are easily distorted by
outliers and may not be representative of the entire market. Validity in this study is enhanced by using 234 stocks randomly selected
from the OTC, New York and American exchanges during the 19721976 period. Table-3 shows the results of 28 screens: 12 based on
hlstorical information and 16 based on ex-post perfectly predicted
information.

TABLE-2
AN EXAMPLE OF A PERFECTLY FORECASTED
EPS SCREEN FOR 12 NYSE STOCKS
Dependent Variable:

Independent Variable (Screen):

Price February 1975
Price February 1974

EPS 1975
~PS 1974

364
1.8438
.9091
1. 0100
1.1066
1.1803
1.0911
.8996
1.0526
1.0842
1.02-13
.9547
1.0116
.9734
.8045
1.0943
.9058
.8048
.8822
.7448
. 7727
.6632
.3599
----------------.0700
Mean-Top Half:
1 036;-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
-B~ttom Half:
1.1883
444
Correlation Coefficient:
_6727
.6607
1.1

.8
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TABLE-3
CROSS-SECT ION SCREENING CORRELATIONS FOR 234 COMMON STOCKS
(All Prices are end of month; earnings and
dividends are end of year)
I. His tori cal Information:
A.

Price Change Screens;
( 1) Pr ice Feb. 76 = rtrice Feb. 75)

Price Feb. 75

8.

Price Feb. 74

(2) Price Feb. 75
Price Feb. 74

f(Price Feb. 74)
Price Feb. 73

r

= - .0181)

( 3) Price Dec. 75
Price Dec. 74

f(Price Dec. 74)
Price Dec. 73

r

=

( 4) Price Dec. 74
Price Dec. 73

f(Price Dec. 73)
Price Dec. 72

r

= - .0439

Price Feb. 73

f

EPS 72
(Price Feb. 73)

r

=

=

f

EPS 73
(Price Feb. 74l

r

= - . 1090

( 7) Price Feb. 76

=

f

EPS 74
(Price Feb. 75l

r

=

.0179

r

=

-.0173

Dividend-Price Screens:
(8) Price Feb. 74 _ f (Dividends 72 )

Price Feb. 73 Price Feb. 75
Price Feb. 74

Price Feb. 73

f(Dividends 73 )
Price Feb. 74

r = -.0604

( 10) Price Feb. 76 = f(Dividends 74 )

r " .0215

(9)

Price Feb. 75

Price Feb. 75

Earnings Change Screens:
( 11 ) Price Feb. 75

Price Feb. 74

( 12) Price Feb. 76
Price Feb. 75
12

-.0067

(6) Price Feb. 75
Price Feb. 74
Price Feb. 75

D.

-.2191"

Earnings-Price Screens:
(5) Price Feb. 74

c.

r = -.0614

=

f(EPS 7~)
EPS 72

r

f(EPS 74)
EPS 73

r = . 1172

=

-.0159

TABLE-3 {CONTINUED)
II. Perfectly Predicted lnfonnation:

A. Earnings-Price Screens:
EPS 73
(13) Price Dec. 73 _ f
Price Dec. 72 - {Price Dec. 72l

r = .0270

EPS 74
(14) Price Dec. 74 _ f
Price Dec. 73 - (Price Dec. 73l

r = . 1597*

(15) Price Dec. 75 _ f
EPS 75
Price Dec. 74 - {Price Dec. 74)

r=-.1347

B. Dividend-Price Screens:
(16) Price Dec. 73 = f(Dividends 73 )
Price Dec. 72
Price Dec. 72

r = .0027

{17} Price Dec. 74 = f{Dividends 74 )
Price Dec. 73
Price Dec. 73

r = •1593*

(1B) Price Dec. 75 = f{Dividends 75 )
Price Dec. 74
Price Dec. 74

r = - . 1276

C. Earnings Change Screens:
1. One Year Forecasts

(19) Price Feb. 74 = f(EPS 73)
Price Feb. 73
EPS 72

r = .3197**

(20) Price Dec. 73 = f( EPS 73)
Price Dec. 72
EPS 72

r

(21} Price Feb. 75 f(EPS 74)
Price Feb. 74 = EPS 73

r = .3164**

(22) Price Dec. 74 f{EPS 74)
Price Dec. 73 = EPS 73

r

(23) Price Feb. 76
75)
Price Feb. 75 = f{EPS
EPS 74
(24) Price Dec.
f(EPS 75)
Price Dec. 75"
74
EPS 74
2. Two Year Forecasts
(25) Price Feb. 74
74)
Price Feb. 73 = f(EPS
EPS 73

tn
0
•
t

= .2218**

= . 3598**

r "

.1620*

r "

. 2348**

r = . 3361 **
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----TABLE-3 (C0NTIHUED)

(26) Price Dec. 73
Price Dec. 72

f(EPS 74)
EPS 73

r = -2431•

(27) Price Feb. 75

Price Feb. 74

f(EPS 75)
EPS 74

r = -0821

( 28) Price Dec. 74
Price Dec. 73

f(EPS 75)
EPS 74

r

= .0241

*Significant at the .01 level
**Significant at the .001 1evel

Two results are apparent. First, future price appreciation cannot
be_predicted from historical and available data. Known changes in
price (screens 1-4), earnings-price ratios (screens 5-7), dividend
yields (screens 8-10) and earnings per share (screens 11-12) are not
correlated with future price appreciation. (One exception is price
change screen 3. Although its correlation is significant, similar
price change sc reens show correlations no different than zero. A
pattern of relationships cannot be generalized.)
The second result is the significant and consistent relationship
between future changes in earnings per share and price apprecia
tion (screens 19-24). Investors who accurately predict t he year's
earnings per share over the next twelve months (screens 20, 22 and
24) or ten months (screens 19, 21 and 23) and select stocks with
above average relative changes in EPS can earn above average
returns .
Cross-section screening studies using earlier data reveal similar
relationships. In a study of 25 stocks with the highest and lowest
price changes on the NYSE during the 1948-1951 period, Latane
found available data to be of little use for discriminating perfor·
mance [8]. Unavailable data, such as future earnings and dividen~s.
discriminated quite well. Similar results using data from the 19:>7·
1971 period were found by Latane, Ball and Brown, and Anderson
[1, 2, 9].
Implications and Conclusions

The results obtained are consistent with the efficient market
hypothesis. Unavailable information, especially future earnings per
share, has value with respect to investme nt decisions. However,
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the value disappears once this information becomes generally
known.
As an investment strategy. there are several limitations. First,
there is the difficult problem of developing an effective forecasting
technique. Once developed, the investor must be willing to act
rapidly before othe~ forecasts ~ecome widelY_ known. S~coi:id, s~atistical significance m a few periods does not insure wntmurng significance through time. However. Anderson points out that continuing statistical significan~e incre~ses returns but is !lot man~~tory
as long as investors predict the signs of the correlation coefficients
correctly:
If the ex ante estimate of the correlation is consistent with
regard to sign of the ex post correlation period after period, the
ex post correlations are consistent and the investor will .,,.hieve
(with sufficient diversification) above-average performau•. a in
every period. If the ex ante estimate of the correlation is
consistent with regard to sign of the ex post correlation in only
a few periods but the remaining periods exhibit zero ex post
correlation, then the investor will achieve (with sufficient
diversification) above a verage performance in the consistent
periods and average performance in the zero correlation periods ... Average performance is obtained with either all zero
ex post correlations or with ex post correlations which average
to zero. Below average performance is obtained when ex ante
and ex post correlations are inconsistent with regard lo sign
more often than they are consistent . . . . [ 1, p. 37]
The third problem is diversification. How large do portfolios have
to be so that predicting earnings per share accurately will consistently generate above average returns? Work observed by this
author indicates that 12 stock portfolios do not show a stable associa~ion between predicted earnings and prices:! However, Latane
did get significant results with 25 stock portfolios (7). Additional
work is needed on this question.
It is concluded that although equity markets were profoundly
affected by many major events during the 1970's, investors have
not changed their perception of price determinants. It appears that
great emphasis is placed on earnings, especially if those earnings
can b_e correctly forecasted. As more sophisticated forecasting
techniques hecome available, it will be interesting to see if the same
results hold or if there is a substantial change in the length of time
which a forecast must cover.

FOOT OTES
1

Significance is given by:
t =

R

2

( 1 · R )/ (n - 2)
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with N - 2 degrees of fre edom. For twelve stocks, an R of± .658 is
s ignificant at the .01 level.
2

For ty-five portfolios of 12 stocks were randomly formed from
the g roup of 234 stocks. The relationship between pr ice appreciation and perfectly predicted information was consistently signifi.
cant in only half of the portfolios.
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